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endpoint protection

A complete set of integrated management tools
for cost-effective, proactive endpoint protection

solution components
Trend Micro Core
Protection Module
Prevent damage from
viruses, Trojans, worms, and other new
malware variants, including blended
threats. Cloud-client architecture uses
Web, E-mail, and File Reputation in the
Trend Micro Smart Protection Network
to detect and block malware.
BigFix Client Manager for
Endpoint Protection
Enable management of third-party endpoint security clients from vendors such
as CA, IBM, McAfee, and Symantec. Provide a single point of management and
reporting across multiple anti-malware
providers.
BigFix Endpoint Firewall and NAC
Protect endpoints and networks with an
integrated endpoint firewall and network
access control strategy that keeps endpoints secure off the network, ensuring
a quick admission process when users
connect.
BigFix Network Access Control
Extend third-party solutions from vendors such as Cisco or Microsoft or use
BigFix NAC to prevent insecure endpoints from connecting to the network.
Minimize end-user impact with continuous compliance, off-network security
and patch updates, and pre- and postadmission health checks.

Unified Management and Reporting for Multi-layered
Endpoint Protection
Today’s threat landscape requires organizations to go well beyond
anti-virus updates to protect endpoints and the data they contain. Organizations have gradually added layers of protection which too often
impact end-user productivity with multiple agents, long boot-ups, and
access delays. In addition, lack of visibility across the entire network
leaves a coverage gap—on average up to fifteen percent of endpoints
are not protected or the protection is out-of-date.
BigFix brings together world-class anti-malware from Trend Micro
with multi-vendor management, endpoint firewall management,
network access control, and removable device control under a single
infrastructure. This means one management and reporting console,
one management server, and one endpoint agent.
With BigFix, you get true enterprise visibility, patented dynamic network
bandwidth controls, and endpoint CPU utilization controls to minimize
end user impact. This single infrastructure also extends to other BigFix
security and systems management capabilities such as patching,
security configuration and vulnerability management, software asset
management, and even power management for a complete picture of
the endpoint.

Device Control
Visibility and control over portable
devices connected to BigFix-managed
endpoints to balance end user needs
with data protection.

Manage and report across vendors and protection types—anti-malware,
web access, endpoint firewall, network access control.
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Product Benefits
•

Supported Operating Systems
for BigFix Server

•

• W
 indows 2000 Server SP
2+/2003/2008

•

Database Requirements for
BigFix Server

•

• SQL Server 2000 SP4/2005

•

Supported Operating Systems
for BigFix Console

•

• Windows XP/2000/2003
	Vista/2008

•

Supported client platforms

•

For BigFix Agent
All of the following:
• Windows XP
• Windows 2000
• Windows 2003

Product Features
•
•

• Windows Vista
• Windows 2008

•
•
•
•
•

About BigFix
BigFix®, Inc. is a leading provider of
high-performance enterprise systems
and security management solutions that
revolutionizes the way IT organizations
manage and secure their computing
infrastructures.

Close the typical 8–15 percent endpoint protection coverage gap and get
unmatched manageability and speed
Prevent infection, identity theft, data loss, network downtime, lost
productivity, and compliance violations
Eliminate the security gap with real-time threat intelligence, minimizing the
time to protection at the endpoint
Replace existing anti-malware solutions cleanly and quickly with prepackaged “one-click” removal capabilities
Achieve unparalleled visibility into your endpoints for complete protection
across your entire enterprise
Minimize hardware, software, and administration costs by supporting
250,000+ endpoints across the globe with a single management server
Combine endpoint protection, security configuration, patch management,
and systems lifecycle management tools
Realize rapid time to value—full deployment within hours or days and
collapse management actions to minutes

•

•

Delivers powerful protection against viruses, trojans, worms, and new
variants as they emerge
Incorporates threat intelligence gathered through Trend Micro’s extensive
global network of honeypots, submissions, feedback loops, Web crawling
technologies, customers, partners and TrendLabs threat research
Manages multiple endpoint protection services such as CA, IBM, McAfee,
and Symantec
Assesses and enforces removable device control policies on any fixed or
mobile asset without requiring network connectivity
Monitors endpoint health and status, including anti-malware services and
processes, enforcing policies to prevent users from disabling protections
Provides role-based access and centralized management of complete
endpoint protection across the entire enterprise
Enforces policies when endpoints are off the network for continuous
protection
Reports status securely and requests relevant updates anytime endpoints
connect to the Internet or other wide area network to ensure compliance
before reconnecting to company network
Applies closed-loop verification of updates on all endpoints

About Trend Micro
Trend Micro, a global leader in Internet
content security focuses on securing
the exchange of digital information for
businesses and consumers.
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